WHEELCHAIR TORSO
SUPPORT SELF-RELEASE
POSITIONING HARNESS
Model #: WCH-1 • Made in PRC

SINGLE PATIENT USE

The Secure® Torso Support Self-Release Wheelchair
Positioning Harness is intended to be used to help keep
your resident or patient properly positioned in wheelchair,
prevent forward sliding and possible attendant falls and
getting up unassisted.

4. Bring the straps
over the resident or
patient’s shoulders
and securely attach
straps to the front
of the belt. NOTE:
Secure excess
slack in straps.
5. Do not over
tighten. Two fingers
should fit between
the device and the
patient to ensure
circulation is not
compromised.

WARNINGS AND PRECAUTIONS

SIZING

IMPORTANT INFORMATION
Please read all instructions, warnings and precautions
before use. Correct application is essential for proper
functioning of the product.
Use only on the person it was provided to by your facility
and only for the intended use.

INTENDED USE

• Do not use on a resident or patient who is or may
become highly aggressive or agitated.
• NEVER use on a resident or patient if an I.V. or wound
site could be compromised by the harness.
• NEVER use as a restraint.
• Always secure waist strap to a portion of the
wheelchair that moves with the patient.
• Must be worn over a resident or patient’s clothing.
• Check the resident or patient regularly to ensure
circulation is not compromised.
• ALWAYS ensure the resident or patient can easily selfrelease the two shoulder straps and waist strap. If the
user cannot easily remove the complete harness DO
NOT USE.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE
1. Wrap the waist strap around the resident or patient
and the wheelchair. NOTE: Resident or patient should
be sitting up while device is being applied. The waist
belt closure MUST be position in the front of the
resident or patient so the waist belt can be easily
opened and released by the user.
2. Secure hook and loop closure.
3. Cross the shoulder straps in an X behind the
wheelchair back.

Attach Straps Here

Universal

CLEANING AND/OR MAINTENANCE
Close any hook and loop fasteners before washing
to help prevent lint build up and pilling. For maximum
product life and to help prevent any straps from tangling,
wash in a mesh laundry bag. Hand or machine-wash with
a mild fabric detergent in warm water up to 60˚C / 140˚F.
Bleach as directed on container.
Do not iron. Lay flat and open and allow to air dry, or
tumble dry on low heat for up to 40 minutes. Inspect
the harness after drying to ensure it is intact. Hook and
loop fasteners may collect lint after repeated use or
laundering, reducing grip strength. As needed, use a stiff
bristle brush to remove lint from the “hook” side. Test
hook and loop adhesion before each use and discard
product if hook-and-loop does not hold securely. If the
product is damaged, do not use it and replace it with a
new one.

SIX MONTH LIMITED WARRANTY
Personal Safety Corporation warrants this product to be
free from factory defects and workmanship for a period of
six months from date of purchase. Warranty is void if this
product is misused, abused or damaged. No warranty or
responsibility of use expressed or implied.

Please see our complete line of Secure® fall/wandering and personal safety products at www.PadAlarm.com.
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